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Basement of the spirits
Content:
●
●
●
●
●

5x5 grid gameboard
3 body character
1 ghost character
12 fuel blocks
~50 Direction Cards

Rules:
Board setup
The board is setup as below.
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Place the fuel blocks as seen on the image
Place the body characters on three of the four corners of the basement
The most scared player begins as the ghost.
Place the ghost in the middle of the basement

Goal of the game
● Each player are controlling a spirit that is trying to escape the basement in a human
body.
● There are only three body vessels but four spirits, the spirit without a vessel wander the
basement as a ghost.
● The game ends when the spirits, that are controlling a vessel, have activated two of the
generators and turns on the lights of the basement and thereby the ghost will vanish.
Direction cards
● Each person starts with 5 direction cards
● The direction cards all have a colored diamond on them.
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These colored diamonds correspond to the colored arrows on the game board.
In the case of multiple colored diamonds on one card the player decides in which
direction to move, when the card is revealed.
● Once per round a player can choose to exchange 3 direction card of the same color for 3
new ones.
Vessel movement
Since the body vessels is newly possessed by the spirits, it takes some time from when the
spirits chooses a movement to it actually happening.
● All players start the game by placing three direction cards face down.
● All players simultaneously reveal their chosen direction for a turn and move one square
in that direction.
● All players place another direction card and draw a new card. All players should have 5
direction cards. Then a new turn is taken and the game continues.
Vessels can pick up or drop fuel after making a movement. If four fuel is dropped on a generator
that generator is active.
Fuel management
● Fuel is picked up by the vessels by being on the same field as the fuel.
The fuel is then moved to the inventory of that player. The inventory is located in front of
the player, in clear view of all the other players.
● The inventory can contain a maximum of four fuel at any given time.
● If two vessels land on the same field with a fuel at the same time, the two players
controlling the vessels decide who should have the fuel.
● The vessel can also drop the fuel either to fuel a generator.
● The player controlling the ghost cannot pick up or drop fuel.
Ghost movement
● The ghost move like the vessels by placing three direction cards.
● The ghost moves immediately after the vessels have made their moves.
● The ghost is allowed to turn a direction card indicating that it moves two squares in that
direction, only one turned card is allowed at a time. When the turned card is played then
a new turned direction card can be played .
● The ghost may pass through walls and may warp around the board. (If the ghost exits
the left side of the board it enters the right side).
● If the ghost at any time shares the location with a another player, the player’s vessel is
then possessed by the ghost. (If the ghost shares a location with two players, the ghost
may choose who to posses)

Possessing players
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If a player is possessed - the player will switch role with the ghost. The player becomes
the ghost and the ghost becomes the player.
● If the player being possessed carries any fuel, the player gets to place them on the
board.
● Both the new player and ghost discards their current direction cards and places new
direction cards for the next three turns. They do so by first discarding their chosen
direction cards, drawing three new cards and then placing three new cards.
● The new ghost is stunned and must therefore skip a turn. After the skipped turn the
ghost respawns at the middle of the game board.
Powering on generators
● When the players have placed four fuels on t wo generators the ghost will vanish and the
game ends.

Narrative
The family of the four spirits that were captured in the basement of an old house had been
longing for human vessels for more than a decade. They had been sealed inside of the
basement for centuries without being able to escape the dark and gloomy forsaken basement,
as they are only able to withstand daylight in human form. When three human vessels entered
The Basement of the Spirits for the first time, the spirits got into a fight. Who was to be left
alone?, and who was to escape the basement as humans?, to finally enjoy the sweet benefits of
human life. The spirits know what kind of action needs to be taken in order to fuel the
generators and turn the light on in the basement. When these generators are turned on, the
basement of the spirits will be filled with light, and thereby annihilating the one spirit without a
human vessel. The race is on for powering the generators while being in a human body, to
eradicate the remaining spirit.

Pitch
In The Basement of the Spirits, players control spirits that have possessed three human
vessels. As the spirits have never been able to possess a human body before, it is difficult for
the players to control them. Players have to draw cards in order to control the vessels that they
currently are possessing, while at the same time trying to avoid the one spirit without a vessel to
possess them and thereby leaving one of them without a vessel. The spirit without a vessel is
very vulnerable over the mysteries of the basement.
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Playthrough example
In this playthrough we will follow Sophie for a couple of turns. The board is set to its initial state.
Turn 1
● Sophie starts the game as Old Father John in the red/green corner.
● She places the direction card purple, blue, blue face down in front of her.
● She draws new cards replacing the ones she played.
● All player reveal their first direction card.
● Sophie moves one square in the blue direction she picks up a the fuel cube on the
square.
● The other players move according to their direction cards.

Turn 2
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…

Sophie has three red cards which she exchanges for three new cards.
Sophie places a green card as her direction cards, so her next moves will now be (blue,
blue, green).
All players reveal their next direction card and move accordingly.
Tim, playing the ghost, had decided to make a double move as his second move. He did
that by turning the card 90 degrees.
Tim moves through the location of Sophie and possesses her character.
Sophie now controls the Ghost which is placed at the center of the board and Tim
controls Old Father John.
Sophie places the fuel cube from her inventory at the blue/purple corner.
Both players discard their played direction cards and get to play new ones.
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Turn 8
● Some rounds has passed.
● Sophie has managed to posses Mother Wanda and pick up 2 fuel cubes.
● She ends her turn on a generator where there are already placed 2 fuel cubes.
● She places her own fuel cubes and turns on the generator.

